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The leo.-App is a mobile phone application that can be used in order to assess your own 

reading and writing skills (see Euringer/Epstein 2015). “leo.” refers to the German Level-One 

Study (short: leo.-Study) that was conducted in 2011 and shows how literacy skills are 

distributed within the German working-age population (Grotlüschen/Riekmann 2011). Based 

on that leo.-Study the leo.-App was developed by transferring a couple of tasks and items 

from the previous pencil-and-paper-design to the digital design of smart phone applications. 

This presentation starts with an overview of the background and interests that led to the idea 

of developing the leo.-App. Then it gives some impressions of the design and the technical 

functionalities of the app and after that it addresses the experience and lessons learned 

concerning the implementation and dissemination of the leo.-App. 

 

1. Background: From leo. to leo.-App 

The core result of the leo.-Study revealed that 14.5 per cent of the German working-age 

population cannot properly read or write (see Grotlüschen/Riemann 2011). But: Only about 

12,000 of those labelled as “functional illiterates” actually participate in adult basic education 

offers (see Rosenbladt 2011, p. 98). Obviously, there is a huge gap between the number of 

functional illiterates and the number of participant, so the question then is: Why don’t they 

participate in adult basic education? Are there no appropriate or fitting educational offers? Is 

it because of social stigmatization and tabooing? Or is it rather because of a lack of 

transparency of adequate offers, possible learning pathways, transitions etc.? The German 

National Strategy of Adult Literacy and Basic Education emphasizes the importance of 

awareness-raising activities and networks, supporters and confidantes in order to reach and 

attract more functional illiterates. 

As a consequence, the leo.-App was developed as a tool that can be used on the one hand to 

assess reading and writing skills according to the German leo.-Study, - with the aim to get 

one’s own skill level and to compare it with the competence distribution within the German 

population. And on the other hand it should be used as a tool for awareness-raising of 

functional illiteracy and low basic skills. It should be used both by learners themselves and 

people who may play a role as supporters and literacy mediators within the social context of 

functional illiterates, for example in families or at the workplace. Initiated by a bachelor 



 

 

thesis1 in cooperation of the department of vocational training and lifelong learning and the 

department of software engineering located at the University of Hamburg, a first iOS version 

of the leo.-app was launched in December 2013. In summer 2014 a first android version was 

launched. Both versions are cost-free and available at the AppStore and Google Play Store.  

 

2. Design and Functionalities of the leo.-App 

The leo.-App basically represents a short and digital version of the leo.-Study and 

consequently is closely linked to its tasks and items that refer to the underlying competence 

model called Alpha-Levels. The Alpha Levels have been developed in order to get detailed 

information about the literacy skills within the German working-age population and thereby 

especially focus on the lower rungs or stages of literacy skills (see Grotlüschen/Riekmann 

2011). The Alpha Levels cover five levels: Alpha-Level 1 and 2 refer to illiteracy in the 

strictest sense of the word, meaning that people read, understand and write single words - but 

not whole sentences. People affected have to read standard words letter by letter. Alpha Level 

3 represents functional illiteracy which is when people can read or write single sentences, but 

not continuous text - even if it is brief. Due to their limited written language skills, people 

affected cannot properly deal with everyday requirements of life in society. And finally, 

Alpha-Level 4 represents poor reading and writing skills. This is the case when at sentence 

and text level, even with commonly used words, people read and write slowly and/or with 

mistakes. There is no sufficient command of spelling, in the form taught until the end of 

primary school. People concerned often typically avoid reading and writing  

In order to create a short, digital version of leo., a selection of 6 tasks involving 26 Alpha-

Level items were taken from the leo.-Study and were transferred from the previous paper-and-

pencil-design to a short digital design suitable for mobile phone devices.  

Hereby, several aspects had to be considered. First it had to be guaranteed that the selection of 

test items is suitable for reproducing the test results of the leo.-Study, meaning to make sure 

that it is a valid short version of the leo.-Study. Secondly, there was the challenge to transfer 

all selected items into a digital design that can be applied to mobile phone devices but does 

not put too high requirements on the test takers’ media competencies. Originally in the leo.-

Study, all items were offered in a paper-and-pencil-design and the test takers, for example, 

had to fill in words, to underline segments of a text or to match words by drawing a line. 

Consequently, all items had to be transferred into a digital design without making them more 

difficult or easier to solve because otherwise it would not be possible to link the individual 

                                                 

1 The bachelor thesis was written by Heiko and Christiane Frede in 2013. 



 

 

test results to the results of the leo.-study. Last but not least, an appropriate substitute or 

compensation for the interviewers, who read the task assignments and instructions in the leo.-

study, had to be provided. Therefore, we recorded the spoken text of all task instructions and 

words and included them in the leo.-App. The introduction or beginning of the leo.-App and 

the delivery of the test result is audio-based, too.  

All in all, the leo.-App includes six tasks with 26 items covering all five Alpha-Levels. They 

vary in design and format: 

- The first format is called “Underline”: In this task a certain word has to be underlined. 

The audio-voice asks: “Darling, could you please read the menu to me?”. Then the 

word which the “Darling” shall read is to be underlined. In this case the correct word 

is: “menu”: The Darling is asked to read the menu. 

- The second format is “Dictation of words”: In the beginning of the task a story is told. 

Afterwards four words that were mentioned in the story are dictated and have to be 

filled in the gaps. To hear the words one has to tap the audio buttons. 

- This format is called “Writing headlines”: The headlines on the left are to be matched 

with the sentences on the right-hand side by writing each headline in the gap above the 

corresponding sentence. 

- In this format called “Short News”, again sentences have to be matched with words. 

The short news on the right-hand side has to be dragged and dropped to the 

corresponding sentences on the left. 

- And the last format “Search for words” involves several pictures with words or text in 

them. Below the pictures, there are audio buttons each reading a question that relates 

to one of the words in the pictures above. One has to find the correct word in the 

pictures and write them in the gap behind the button. 

 

After finishing all six tasks the test taker receives his or her individual test result in relation to 

the overall distribution of Alpha Levels within the German working-age population. The 

estimation of the individual Alpha Level is based on Item Response Theory. In item response 

theory (IRT), a person’s skill level is estimated from responses to test items. An IRT model 

specifies how both skill level and item properties, especially item difficulties are related to a 

person’s item responses. The Rasch Model, the simplest model of IRT, says that a person is as 

likely to succeed as to fail on a particular item, if his or her skill level equals item difficulty 

(see Embretson/Reise 2000). That means that a person who can solve 50% of the items of a 

certain Alpha-Level, for example Alpha-Level 3, has literacy skills on Alpha-Level 3. Similar 



 

 

to PISA, in leo. the threshold was set up from 50% to 62% with the consequence that a person 

has to solve not 50% but 62% of items correctly (see Grotlüschen/Riekmann/Buddeberg 

2012). We know the item difficulty of each item from the leo.-Study, so we can easily 

estimate individual Alpha-Levels based on the number of items that are correctly solved. 

In addition to the test result, the leo.-App gives some information about the number of 

functional illiterates in Germany and points to the so called “ALFA-Telefon” which is an info 

hotline for functional illiterates as well as their confidants and supporters.  

 

3. Implementation and dissemination in practice 

As mentioned above, the leo.-App is regarded as a tool that can be used by functional 

illiterates or learners on the one hand, and their supporters e.g. in family and work life on the 

other hand. So, there are different ways to implement and disseminate the leo.-App in adult 

basic education. First of all, it can be used by individuals or groups as a tool to figure out how 

good their literacy skills actually are or – in the long-run – in order to identify learning 

progression. Or it can be used in order to get people in touch with the issue of functional 

illiteracy in general, to familiarize them with this issue at all, so-to-say as a tool of awareness-

raising. For example, all trainees of a company, staff of local communities or participants of 

vocational education training can test their own reading and writing skills in order to get in 

touch with the issue of adult illiteracy.  

Both ways of implementing the leo.-App require professional and learner-oriented knowledge 

and didactical skills. As dealing with adults, the test results should not be used for selective 

testing leading to a limitation of learning pathways. The self-assessment rather allows each 

test taker to keep control over his or her test result and therefore he or she should be directly 

involved in further decisions concerning his or her learning process. To share this vision of 

assessment, a couple of train-the-trainer workshops with the focus on how to implement the 

leo.-App in practice were conducted from May until July 2015.2 

A third way to apply the leo.-App in practice is to use it as a research tool for collecting data 

on reading and writing skills of adults. Just before the user receives his or her individual 

Alpha Level, he or she is asked by the leo.-App whether he or she agrees to share the test 

result with the Hamburg University. Only if the user agrees, only then, his or her test results – 

both the individual test answers and the final test result – are encoded and anonymised and 

then transferred to a server of the University of Hamburg. Then, the data can be used for 

statistical analysis. 

                                                 

2 These workshops were funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research. 



 

 

All in all, it was very helpful not only to provide the leo.-App free of charge, but to get in 

contact to ongoing projects and key persons who want to implemented the leo.-App within 

their own projects and work – somehow acting as multipliers and helping to distribute the 

leo.-App to a variety of organisations and people within the educational field.  

In the context of the train-the-trainer multiplier trainings it was possible to provide multipliers 

with knowledge and skills regarding an adult- and learner-oriented use of the leo.-App, for 

example how to integrate the leo.-App at the workplace or in a literacy course, or how to 

continue to work with the test results in order to enhance individual learning processes. As a 

consequence, we got quite a lot of constructive feedback for improvement. For example, 

technical errors and versions conflicts as well as the relevance of media competencies such as 

handling of smartphones and tablets in general and concerning the app.  

 

We are currently looking for projects and collaborations with the aim to extend the leo.-App, 

for example to develop new items, formats and material or to translate the existing items into 

different languages. Feel free to contact me: caroline.euringer@uni-hamburg.de. 
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